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ABSTRACT

AJapanese version ofthe Dissociative Experiences Scale (j-DES) was
developed and administered to 199 late adolescents, 40 nO/mal
adults, 16 schizophrenics, and 19 subjects with dissociative disO/ c
ders whose diagnoses were made with a comprehensive assessment
including a semi-structured interview. As a result, theJ-DES yielded comparable reliability and validity with those established for the
Dissociative Experience Scale in North America. Of 19 with dissociative disorders, one was identified as multiple personality disorder
(MPD [bSM-IV name change: dissociative identity disorder)) and
eight were identified as dissociative disorder not otherwise specified
(DDNOS). A large percentage ofthose withDDNOS had partial symptomatic profiles ofMPD except for identity disturbance. The distribution ofJ-DES scores suggested that the concept of a dissociative
continuum is cross-culturally applicable, although the presentation
ofdissociative disorders may be influenced lYy theJapanese cultural
background.
INTRODUCTION
During the past decade there has been a rapid increase
in the number of case reports and publications about dissociative disorders, especially of multiple personality disor-

der (MPD [DSM-IVname change: dissociative identity disorder]) mainly in North America (Bliss] 986; Kluft ]987; Coons,
Bowman, Kluft, & Milstein, 1991; Putnam 1991; Goff&Simms
1993). On the other hand, there is much skepticism about
the dissociative disorders as distinct diagnostic categories,
particularly about MPD (Dell, 1988; Fahy, 1988; Merskey,
1992). Some critics have suggested that the increase in case
reporting ofMPD reflects iatrogenic and cultural influences
on suggestible patients in North America (Fahy, ] 988; Fahy,
1992; Merskey, 1992).
There have been very few case reports on MPD in Japan,
although the firstJapanese case ofMPDwas reported in 1919
( Takamura, 1919). Ichimaru identified only five cases ofMPD
in theJapanese literature between 19] 9 and 1992 (Ichimaru,
] 993). Takahashi reviewed and diagnosed 489 inpatients utilizing DSM-Illor DSM-IIJ-Rcriteria and found no case ofMPD
(Takahashi, ] 990). His study has been criticized for its
methodology. It used no structured diagnostic instruments
and failed to control for skeptical bias amongJapanese psychiatrists (Ross, 1990).
There have been several studies using the Dissociative
Experience Scale inJapan (Tanabe & Ogawa, ]992; Berger,
Ono, Nakajima, & Suematsu, 1994; Berger et al. 1995),
although validation of the scale inJapanese populations had
not been established with a clinical population of dissociative disorders.
The present study was designed to clarify the characteristics of dissociative disorders in Japan. We developed a
Japanese version of the DES a-DES) and validated it using a
clinical population of dissociative disorder patients diagnosed
on the basis ofa comprehensive assessment including a semistructured in ternew.
METHODS

Subjects
The study subjects consisted of four groups: 199 late adolescents, 40 normal adults, 16 subjects with schizophrenia,
and 19 subjects with dissociative disorders.
The late adolescent subjects were undergraduate students
at Kyushu University. They were from health science classes
and volunteered to participate in the study. The normal adult
subjects were staff members at a private psychiatric hospital
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and volunteered to participate in ...he stud)'.
All clinical subjects were outpatients ofKrushu Uni\'ersit)'
Hospital. Twemy-two subjects had been refcrred consecuu\'e)' to the aUl.hors by se\'cnl1 colleagues for evaluation of
dissociative suucs; I9 subjcclS mel DSM-II/-R criteria for dissociati,'c disorders. The remaining three subjects received a
DS,\f·/lI-R diagnosis of posl-lraulll3tic stress disorder, obscssi\'c-eompulsi\'c disorder, and d)'Slhrmic disorder, respecuvely. and were excluded from the stud)'. Sixteen subjects
\,"ith schizophrenia were the firsl av..ilab1c p'llicnts with this
diagnosis within the lime limit of 1he 51 lid)'.
The rnc:m±SD age of the 199 late adolescents and the 40
normal adults were 18.6±O.9 (range'" 18-21) and 37.8±8.0
}'ears (range == 23-54), respeClivcl)'. Of 1991al.e <ldolescellts.
168 (84%) were men and 31 (16%) were women. Of 40 normal adults, 21 (53%) were WOlllen and [9 (48%) were men.
The lIIean±SD ages of the subjects with dissociati\'e disorders
and with schizophrenia wcre 24.7±9.5 (range == I i-59), and
34.6± I0.6 rears (range == 14-5'1), res~etivel)', Of the 19 sllb·
jects with dissociative disorders, 10 (53%) were men and 9
(47%) were womcn. Of the 16 subjects with schizophrenia.
8 (50%) wcre men and 8 (50 %) were women,
bUtrulllDIU

The stniclUred dinical inteniew for DSJI·/lI·RDissociati\'e
Disorders (SCIl)'D) isa diagnostic instrument de\'c1o~d for
the asscssmelll of fi\'e dissociative s),!llptOm areas (amnesia.
depersonalization, derealization. identity confusion. and
idemit}' alteration) and for the di,lgnosis of the dissociaTive
disorders (Steinberg, 1993: Steinberg. 1993; Steinberg,
Cicchcni. Buchanan, Rakfeldt. & Rouns.'l\"ille,I994). It has
proven utility in confirming kno\\'n cascs of dissociative disorders as wcli as in detecting Ullk,lown cases of dissociath'e
disorders cross-ll<ltionally (Steinberg et aI., 1990; Boon &
Draijer, 1991). With reference 10 SC[[)·D, we conducled a
semi-structured interview and l<lled each five dissociative
symplom according to the scverity rating delinitiolls ofSCIl).
I): absent, mild, moderate, or scvere (Steinberg, 1993).
The Dissociati\'e Experiellce Scale (DES) is a 28-item visual allalog self·report scale that \\~IS de\'eloped to quantify dissoci.ati\'e experiences in nonnal and clinical populatium
(Bernstein & Putnam, 1986). Thc subject indicates how oftell
he or she has had the ex~ricnce dcscribed in the question
b)' making a slash on a 1000mlll line.
The DES has been thc most widely used and studied instnlmcnt in the dissociation research field for which reliability
and validit}' have been reportcd b)' several itl\"estiJ:,rators
(Bernstein & Putnam, 1986: Ross ct al.,1988; Dubcster &
Br-lUll. 1995). Making of thc.J·DES was accomplished as follows. First, the original DES items were translated illlO
Japanese b)' the authors and check<:d by sc\'eral senior psychi:llrists. This version was thcn back-t.-anslatcd blindly into
English by a professional translator. Dr. E. B. C"rlsoll, the
first author of thc DES, was ilskcd 10 compare thesc IWO

English versions to confirm the content oftheJapancsc vcrsion. ani)' a few minor difficultics \,'cre identified through
this proccss :md it was then modified to obtain a better translation, Then, a pilot field trial was conducted with the prelimina!")' version of the JDES using nonnal adults and laIc
adolescents. A fc\\' ambiguolls IXlints were idelltifit.:d through
thi~ process, and then '\'ording was modified 10 t:llsurc that
the questions ,,'ere understood more clearly,
The final form ofJ-DES contains the s,'lme 28 items:ls originalDES. Howe\·er. we modified thedirectionsonJDEScovcr
sheet, The original directionsspedfy that the qucstions only
apply co those expericnces that arc noT associated with the
usc of alcohol or drugs. We deleled drugs conditions from
Ihe directions. beC<lllSC drug problems appear less prevalcn t
among Japanese,

Diagllosis
To rcach J)Sj\I·III·Rdis.sociati\"t~disorder diagnoscs, the following procedures were conductcd to meet the LEAD Standanl proposed by Spitzer (1983). Twcnty-two subjects con$(.'Cuti\'c1y referred to thc ,mthors for c\'3.luation ofdissociativc
suites rccein.. .d lhe aforcmcntioned scmisrructured inter\iew:
chan rc\iews were also conductcd. On the basis of a COIIIprehcnsivc asscMment ofall a\'3.ililblc dala, thc diagnoses ,,'crc
made by onc ofthc authors and then were con finned by one
of tile other authors. These procedures were carried out blind
to the results oftheJ.DES.
Thc DS.\f./II.Udiagnoscs for schizophrenia of the 16 subjects ,,'ere made rcspccti\'ely by the subjects' u'eating psychiatrists and then were confirmcd b)' one of the authors.
Data CoIlectiOlI
TheJDESwasadlllinislercd in threedilTcrent scllings. For
I;lte adolescenL~, the JDES W;IS administered 10 199 llndergrad Iiale st uden IS in ;, classroom setting. TheJDES was ,IH~n
re:ldministered to 133 of the 190 undergraduate sludellts
after an iIllen:;,,1 of four weeks. For norm<ll <ldults. Ille JDES
WilS administered individnally, after the lirst author interviewed them personalJy and confirmcd that they were well
adapted to their place of work and had no c\idcncc ofmen·
tal disorders. For the subjccts with dissociative disorders, tile
JDt::s was administered by one of the authors after thc sclllistntclured inten'icw W,IS conducted. For the subjects \\ith
schi:lOphrenia, thcir treating pS}'chiauist administered the
JDt::s in their indi\idual scssions.
An informed conscnt \\'::IS obtained from all subjects after
the sltld)' procedurc was full}' explained.

Data A"al)'St'$
The score for each item and the o\'erall scorc oftheJDES
for each subject were measurcd using the method of
Bernstein and Putnam (1986). Scores ror cach item were
delermined by Ille<lsuring Ihe subject's slash mark to lhe neareSI left-hand 5 mm anchor point of the 100 nUll linc. The
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TABLE 1
Diagnostic Subcategories for 19 Subjects with
Dissociative Disorders

"'rcqllcncy
Subcategories

N

%

I'srchogenic amnesia

2

10.5

J)srchogenic fugue

3

15.8

Multiple personality disorder

I

5.3

Depersonalization disorder

5

26.3

FIGURE I
Distribution ofJapanese Version of the Dissociative
Experience Scale U-DES) Score b), Groups: Normal
Adults (N::40), Schizophrenia (N::16), L.,te
AdolescentS (N:I99), and Dissociati\'e Disorders
(N= 19). I~oxplot shows 10%. 25%, 50% (median).
75%, and 90% of the j-DES Score Distribution of
Each Population Rcspectively
GO
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TABLE 2
Splil-Half Reliability CoefficienlS for Japanese
Version of the Di.ssociau\'c Experience Scale

10

o
Group

Split-Half

T

20

T
.

-L

.

.

.

N

p

Normal adulls

0.94

<0.0001

40

Late adolescents

0.94

<0.0001

199

Schizophrenia

0.91

0.0011

16

Dissociative disorders

0.82

0.0029

19

score for the entire scale is an average of the 2S-item scores.
It will be referred to as IheJDF.5scorc.
Non-parametric sL.'llislicaJ methods were applied to anaIrlC dam whenever possible, because the distribution of JDES scores within the studied population is not known.
RESULTS
Diagllo)';S alld Qi"irof Profiles of Dissociative Disorders

Nineleen SIII~cCl,s wil.!l dissociative disorders were c1assilied into five diagnost.ic Gllegories. The I1SM-III-1t (Axis I) diagnoses for these subjects are presented in Table I. Although
dissociat.ive disorder nOl othendse specified (DDNOS) is a
residual Gltcgoryofdissocialive disorder in DSJt·f/f·R. a large
part of the DDXOS subjects reported high levels of dissocia-

uvc s)'lllptoms cxcept for idenutydist.urbance on SCID-O st."\'cril)' rating dcfinitions. Of the DONOS subjects, six (75%)
reportcd modcr-He to SC\'ere psychogenic amnesia, and six
(75%) reported moderate to scvere depersonali7<ltioll
andlor derealization. On the contrary. of the DONOS subjects, only one (12.5%) reportl."d modcrate identity alter.luon,
and two (25%) reported moderate (0 SC\'ere idelllil)' confusion. No ahematc personalities or distinct personalil)' stales
were observed among the DONOS subjccts.
Ofthe 19 subjects with dissociative disorders, one met the
full OSM-III-H crit,eria for MI'D. Hc had no histOll' of contact
with psychiatric professionals prior to 1his study. 1-1 is clinical
presentation was conforming 10 MI'D's symptomat ic profiles
in North America except for SC\'cre amnesia for important
personal information.
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Reliabilit;)l of the j-DES
Test-retest reliability of J-DES
using Spearman romk order correlations for 133 late adolescents
oyer a four-week imen-al ~'a5 0.88
(p < 0.001). The internal consisIcncy'\'aS examined at four lc\'c1s:
split-half reliability coefficient,
Cronbach '5 alpha coefficient. and
corrected ilem~lOtal correlations.
Split-halfreliability coefficienl ....'3.S
calculated using the SpearmanBrown fannula. Table 2 presents
split-half reliability coefficients
for each group. TIley ranged from

TABLE 3

Post-hoc Pairwise Comparisons by Croup

Median score

Normal
Adults

Schizophrenia

La..
Adolescents

Dissociative
Disorders

1.88

6.61

11.78

38.03

•

••

••
••
••

Normal adults

n.s.

Schizophrenia
Late adolescents

*/J< ,00/
0.82 10 0.94. Cronbach's alpha
coefficient for JoDES score was
0.94 (N "" 214). Reliabililycoefficients or the corrected item-total
~ore were ranged 0.54 to 0.79. "';1h a median oro. 73, and
all of these \'allles reached a level of significance al p < 0.00 I
(N = 274).

Validity of the j-DES
All thc subclassifications of dissociati\'e disorders were
grouped together as dissociative disorders to compare them
\\;th other groups. g1\'en the smallnumbcr of the subjects
with dissociati\·e disorders. Figure I shows a distribution of
J-DES scores for each group. TIle highest median scores were
obl.'lined b)' subjects with dissociative disorders and the lowest mc..'(lian scores were obtained by normal adults. A KruskalWallis tCSt demonstrated thatJ-DES score significanl1y differed
across the groups (chi-square:: 62.94. ~ '" 274. dr '" 3. P <
0.000 I). Pain\;sc comp,lI'isons by Scheffe's test rC\·ealed that
all bm one pair )'ielded significalll difference in the score
(Table 3).
Spearman rank,order correlation between J-DF.5 scores
and age was - 0.11 (p'" 0.059. N = 274). A Man-\\11itlley Utest revealed no significant differences on the J-DES scores
betwcen sexes (p '" 0.59. N '" 2i4).
J,DES Srora Amo"g th~ Subdassifirotioru
of Dissociatille Disorders
The medianJ-Dt:s score for each subclassification of dis'>OCiati\·e disorders is presented in Table 4. A Kmskal-Wallis
test demonstrated thatJ-DES score sign ificantJy differed across
the subclassifications of dissociath'e disorders (chi square '"
13.3, N :: 19, df '" 'I, p" 0.00(8). Pairwise comparisons of
each subclassification's score were then performed b)'
Scheffc's test, )ielding the rcsults in Table 4. SubjecUi \\'illl
DDX05 obtained the highest group median score and subjects with depersonaliz,'ltion disorder obtained the lowest
group median score (Table 4). The subject with ~IPD in this
stud\', obtained the relativel\', lo\\'erJ-DES score of 32.3 than
groul) median score of 00:\"05.

DISCUSSION
The present stud)' provides sufficient C\'idence of the reliability and validity ofJ-DES. It has excellent tcst-retest reliabilil)'. corrected item-total correlations. and split-half reliabilil)' as well as an excellent Cronbach's alpha coefficient.
These findings rcplicate the high degrec ofreliabilil)'ofoES
that was demonstrated by prC\'ious sUldies conducted in
North America (Bernstein & Putnam, 1986; Rosset al.. 19
Frisch holL et al.. 1990). This study established criterion-refercnced \':llidil)' by prm;ding the C\;dence thatJoES scores
agree with the criter;a of J)SM-III-Rdissociative disorder diagnosis. Howc..,\·er. the composition of the subjects \\ith dissociati\'e disorders included in this slUd)' was totally different
from that of tJle p..._"\ious slUdies in Nonh America. The cnterion-n:fcrcnced \,<,lidityofDES in North America has mostly been established by subjects with MPD (Bemstein &
I'mnam. 1986; Ross et al., 1988; Frischholz et al .. 1990), but
our stud) of 19 subjects contained only one \\ith MPD.
Howe\'er. our method for establishing criterion-referenced
validity is appropriate to original design of DES, because it
was developed to measure dissociation not onl}' in MPo but
also in nonnal and clinical populations (Bernstein & Putnam,
1986). Notwi111standing thedivcrgence ofthesubjccUi' composition, this stud)' showed good critcrion-referenced validit), ofJDES. These facts strongly indic.ate thatJ-DES is acrossculturallr reliable and valid instrument to measure
dissociation.
The distribution ofJ-DES scores demonstrates the o\'erlapping continuum of dissociative experiences across groups
and shows a stepwise increasing medianJ-oESscore for each
groUI) (Figure I). Thisfinding also tends to replicate the pre\;OUS studies witJl DES (Bemstein & Putnam, 1986; Ross, et
ai, 1988; Coons, Ct al. 1989). The consistency of responses
to tbe scale betweenJapan and North America indicates that
-dissociati\·e phenomena exist on a continuum and become
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TABLE 4
Post-hoc Pairwise Comparisons of the Japanese Version of the Dissociative Experience Scale
Among Dissociative Disorders Subjects

Median score

Dissociative
Psychogenic Not Otherwise
Fugue
Specified

Depersonalization
Disorder

Psychogenic
Amnesia

Multiple
Personality
Disorder

17.5

25.3

32.3

37.0

49.0

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

p=0.024

n.s.

n.S.

n.S.

n.S.

n.s.

Depersonalization disorder
Psychogenic amnesia
Multiple personality disorder

n.s.

Psychogenic fugue

maladaptive only when they exceed certain limits in intensity or frequency, or occur in inappropriate contexts"
(Pumam, 1989, p. 9); namely the concept ofa dissociative
continuum (Hilgard, 1977; Bernstein & Putnam, 1986; Putnam, 1989) is cross-culturally applicable inJapan.
The distribution of J-DES scores for the subjects within
the dissociative disorders differs somewhat from earlier
findings in North American literatures. In previous studies
MPD subjects obtained considerably higher scores than
DDNOS or any other subject group, and scores above 40 on
DES were strongly suggestive of MPD (Coons et aI., 1989;
Armstrong & Loewenstein, 1990; Carlson & Pumam, 1993).
These earlier findings are consistent with the theoretical
assumption that MPD is regarded as the most severe model
of dissociative process (Confer & Ables, 1983; Ross, 1985;
Kluft et a!.,1988; Pumam, 1989; Ross et aI., 1992). In contrast, the present study demonstrates that the subjects with
DDNOS obtained the highest group median score of over 40
on J-DES among the subjects with dissociative disorders.
Berger et al. (1994) reported that six of 39 female subjecls with eating disorder in Japan obtained the DES core
over 30 and concluded that this finding reflected a high likelihood of MPD and post-traumatic stress. In their study, neither a structured interview noran unstructured in terview was
conducted to determine if patients had a diagnosis of dissociative disorders or post-traumatic stress disorder.
Moreover, they simply applied norms that had been established in North America towards d1e Japanese population,
and this might have led to unjustified interpretations. The
mere translation of a psychometric instrument is insufficient
to make it applicable for use in populations from different
linguistic and cultural backgrounds (Flaherty et al.,1988;
Iwata eta!., 1993; Rogier, 1993; Iwata etal., 1995). This study

suggests that a high score onJ-DES does not necessarily associate a high likelihood of MPD in Japan.
The present study revealed that a large part of our
DDNOS subjects had a resemblance to typical clinical profiles ofMPD in North America except for identity disturbance,
and particularly for identity alteration. This suggests d1at disparity ofMPD incidence between Japan and North America
is fairly attributable to the difference in existence of identity alteration. However, the importance of identity alteration
cannot be dismissed, because the core feature ofMPD is the
existence of alter personalities (Pumam, 1989; Steinberg,
1995).
In relation to cross-cultural differences about dissociative
disorders, Adityanjee etal. (1989) noted d1at d1e pathoplastic
influence of the cultural background may be important in
developing clinical presentation of dissociative disorders
regarding the current status ofMPD in India. From a social
constructionist view, Martinez-Taboas (1995) noted that culture and consciousness make each other up and he argued
that MPD will be fairly \~sible in societies ,,~th an indi~dual
istic oudook of the self.
It should be possible to discuss the psychological characteristics of a people or d1e culture with the language it
speaks ("\Thorf, 1956), because clinical psychiatry is based
on the assumption thatitis possible to get to know a patient's
mental state ~a the words d1at he uses (Doi, 1973). Suzuki
(1978), aJapanese sociolinguist, investigated the use of terms
for self-reference inJapanese. He defined Japanese terms of
self-reference including all the words wid1 which the speaker refers to himself. He found that the first-person pronouns
constitute only a small portion of self-references inJapanese.
Not only that, there is a definite tendency to avoid their use
as often as possible. Instead of using first-person pronouns,
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Japanese tend to usc kinship lenns. position terms. O<:ClI-

palionallitles. and so forth depending on a gi,'cn social and
inter-personal COIllC"l. On the COlllrdl)', in English, terms
for self-reference are aimosl exdusivel}'limiled to first-person pronouns. The use of terms for self-reference can Iximcrprclcd as the speaker's act of identil)ing his status or
role Iinguisticall~.Sclf-dc'i.ignalion inJapanese is relative and
Olher-oriented in comparison ...·ith the absolute I}'pe of self
designation in English (SuL.ul..i. 1978). Rele\'al1t to this poilll.
Kinnaycr (1991) noted that 1apanese sociali7.ation inculaues
a strong sense of interdependence and responsibililV for the
feelingsofoLhers- (Kimm'cr. 1991. p. 22).
Doi describes a -,wo-fold or C\'en Illuhifold stmcture of
consciousness- (Doi. 1973: Ooi. 1986) in Japanese adaptive
psychological functioning. He states: -it doesn't blemish a
person's integrit} to take recourse toone or the omerdepencJ.
ing upon the particular situation he finds himself in - (Doi.
1973. p. 259). Furthermore he points out that me ease with
which one switches one's attitude from one simation to anomer silllation and b.."lck again \\;thollt much strain is regarded
as me measure of one's social malllrity in Japan (Doi, 1973:
Doi. 19 6). As mese quotations suggest. me meaning of an
illlCb.......d ted self i.s different in Japan compared \\ith that in
North America. InJapan. a sense of self-designation is relati\'e and pliable. and an 3\\'areness of self is cO\'ert in its cuiturd] context (Tashiro, 1994). Accordingly, il might be re,lsonable to assume Ihal a person who den"lops severe
dissociati\'e spnploms is prone to manifest himselfas 00:\'05
r.Hher Ihan 1\11'1) in Japan.
I-Iowe\'cr, another h}llOthesis might be possible. Thc
a\'oidancc offirS! person self-references and the two-fold or
cven lllullifold structllrc of consciOilsness as cullural norms
in Japan might combine to appear so similar to mild forms
of MPD as to obscure the recognition of MPD in a culture
accustomed to accept the fonner as normath·e. This might
contribllte to a IlOssible syslematic bias in our subjects'
responses 10 questions (e.g., SClD-D andj-DES) about idclltit}' dcveloped b}' North American researchers for North
American subjects. Kirmayer concisely puts it (1991, p. 26):
-the recognition of symptoms and syndromes is al\\'a}'S selec·
ti\'e and based on precOll\"inced cuhurall}' shaped notions
(of both paticnt and phrsician) as to what is de\ianl. pragmaticall\' relevant. and worth}' of medical attelllion.In spitc of those cultural diffcrences. mis stud), detected
one MPO subjeci in a rclativel}' small group of subjects. This
finding prO\ides me e"\idence that MPD is not a culture-bound
syndrome that is defincd as -a collection of signs and S}"llploms (excluding notions of cause) which is restricted to a
limited number of cultures. primarily on the basis of their
ps}cho.social fcatures- (Prince & Tcheng-I..arollche. 1987. p.
6).

Potential limitations ofthis studvshould be acknowledged.
TI,e subjects with dissocialive disorders in the stud} were

referred olilpatients for evaluation ofdissociative states. Thus,
dissociati\'c disorders subjects with subtle dissociativc spnploms miglll be undcrrepresented in this sllld}'. Funhersmdies are recommended to examine our findings in an lInseIccled group ofsubjects. In addition, this sllld}' docs not focus
other !l<lr.lInelers of dissociative disorders man symptomatol<>g", such as, etiol<>g", clinical course, and response to treatment. These points rna} well be left lO further im-estigation.
To sllmman/e, Ihisstud} demonstrated thatlhe concept
of a dissociative continuum is CToss-culturallv applicable in
Japan. although the clinical presentation of dissociative disorders rna} be influcnced b> the cultural background.
The authors thank Drs. Richard P. KllIft. George F. Rhoades
Jr.. and John Curtis for reading me early draft of the
manuscript and immensel... \-aluablecomments: Dr. ;\Iarlene
Steinberg for allo\\ing the first author to use SCID-D in
research: Dr. [w: B. Carlson for comments on translation of
DES: Drs. H. \amada and K. ;,\,ishiura for meir help in
research design: Drs. Y. Saeki, T. .'lalSuno, and K. An for discussions of the manuscript. •
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